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Abstract— Given the recent computation technologies and dedicated systems able to analyze huge amounts of
"real-world" data and to extract information from it, the application possibilities reached in wireless mobile
systems have significantly increased. The availability of mobile information, directly extracted from mobility
traces, can be used to enhance the quality of the services offered, especially in a vehicular environment, where
mobility is one of the main challenges. We present an in-depth study of mobility information management in
infrastructure networks, where the covering devices can have a complete local visibility of what happens in
terms of covered nodes. We focus our attention on the ways the gathered information can be used to set the
coverage radius, to enhance a call admission control algorithm and to predict future movements. The paper
introduces also a detailed description of how the obtained data can be statistically processed, and the obtained
results confirm the benefits of the proposed scheme, especially in terms of call dropping probability (a
minimum gain of 0.35 is obtained), which is a dominant parameter in infrastructure networks.
Keywords - Realistic mobility model, Data analysis, Mobility prediction, Cell Permanence Time, Trace analysis,
Hand-over.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, mobile computing has become one of the main ways of information dissemination, due to its
numerous advantages: users can be located anywhere without needing cables and they can move around (on feet, by
cars, by trains, etc.), while maintaining their active flows. Analyzing mobility traces generated by real measurements
is becoming a notable advantage in the enhancement of services offered in wireless networks [1], [2], [3]. The access
to real datasets is very important in modern systems, because it allows for the investigation of on movement
components, snatching detailed information about user behaviors. On the basis of the analyzed data, it is also possible
to derive some analytical/statistical models: for this aim, it is very important to analyze real measurements, in order to
obtain realistic models. In this work, attention is focused on the ways that real trace-files can be analyzed to extract
the required information about users’ behaviors. In particular, as stated previously, we carried out an in-depth analysis
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of mobility traces of wireless nodes in infrastructure networks, gathering different data, both in a qualitative and a
quantitative way. A better knowledge of how the mobile nodes act during their flow lifetimes is obtained. We show
the importance of the Cell Permanence Time (CPT) (also called Cell Dwell Time - CDT) for a mobile communication
system, as well as the Hand-over Directional Probability matrix (HDP). We show how to build these structures and
describe how they can be used in mobile systems to enhance the overall performance in terms of Quality of Service
(QoS). Different additional features can be added to infrastructure wireless systems: mobility prediction (for inadvance reserving of future resources), bandwidth multiplexing (for increasing the number of admitted users, which
can benefit from an enhanced transmission quality), enhanced coverage range and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR, by
detecting the most crowded places during the different moments of the day), discovering time-of-day periodicity and
strong location preference, etc. The considered scenario, in this paper, regards a cellular infrastructure network, as
illustrated in fig. 1. As can be seen, a particular geographical region (a part of London city in fig. 1) can be fully
covered by the infrastructure network, which consists of a certain number of coverage cells (Access Points, Base
Stations, LTE microcells, etc.), connected to a backbone, from which the service can be distributed. Each cell has a
limited amount of resources (typically radio channels) which are used to satisfy mobile host requests.

Fig.1. The considered scenario, consisting of a mobility geographical region, covered by a certain number of service cells.

In brief, the amount of "mobility regularity" extracted from real traces provides the opportunity to observe high
predictability of the patterns [4]. Nowadays, the interest for these features is migrating also to new research fields,
such as opportunistic networks [5]: many research activities have focused on inter-contact and contact durations,
obtaining different trends for their probability density functions (power-law, exponential, etc.). In addition, in
opportunistic ad-hoc networking it is important to understand the opportunities for user devices to interact when users
pass close to each other. In general, mobility brings an excellent level of comfort to Mobile Hosts (MHs) but, at the
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same time, it could introduce serious service degradations if coverage cells are not planned adequately. One of the
main issues for Mobile Cellular Networks (MCNs) is represented by the consequence of hand-overs: once an MH
leaves a coverage area, bandwidth resources are not available "for sure" in the new cell, because it is dependent on the
congestion level of the new location. When a user pays for the perceived service, it is not admissible to have call
dropping events, as well as a low level of QoS, in terms of throughput, end-to-end delay and jitter. A detailed analysis
of mobility traces can bring sufficient knowledge for predicting future movements and user habits to the system, even
if with a certain error probability. The main aim of this work is to show a possible way of considering the content of
mobility traces in order to extract some knowledge about user habits. In addition, through the deployment of such
information, different additional features can be added to infrastructure wireless systems, such as:
- mobility prediction (for in-advance reserving of future resources);
- bandwidth multiplexing (for increasing the number of admitted users, which can benefit from an enhanced
transmission quality);
- enhanced coverage range and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR, by detecting the most crowded places during the
different moments of the day);
- discovering time-of-day periodicity and strong location preference.
The content of the paper helps the reader to know how data can be gathered from available resources (log-files
mainly), with the possibility to obtain qualitative (related to the CPT and the number of future visited cells) and
quantitative (related to the HDP and the direction behavior of mobile hosts) information. Differently from our
previous works, here we would like to emphasize the way the previously obtained results can be applied in a real
environment, not in a simulated nor theoretical one. In fact, we show how to obtain a log-file, analyze it and derive
some interesting information. The other realistic approach regards the real coverage of the west part of Calabria (south
Italy). The coverage map has been imported in our own simulator and, via C4R (a realistic mobility generator), real
mobility traces have been analyzed (real existing roads have been considered) through the OpenStreetMap core
engine. This work is not aimed at proposing a new prediction algorithm or reservation protocol, but rather seeks to
demonstrate how a log-file (about user mobility) can be derived, analyzed and used to make predictions (with some
examples of basic predictors, such as breadth-first, etc.). This paper is structured as follows: section II provides an
overview of existing works, section III describes the structure of the trace-files and introduces different ways to
analyze them, in order to enhance the quality of the services offered by mobile wireless networks. Section IV provides
a summary of the main reachable results, while section V concludes the paper.
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II.

STATE OF THE ART

Recently, analyzing mobility traces in wireless networks has attracted the attention of the scientific community,
also because people’s behaviors are changing, in relation to mobile technology progress. Many papers exist,
addressing the human behavior issue in different wireless network environments, such as GSM, WLAN, VANET, etc.
The authors of [6] have based their study on collecting and analyzing GSM call data, stored by telecommunication
operators. They try to create a user profiling by aggregating information on which data mining algorithms are
performed. The process can automatically label the different call data into user behaviors. They have evaluated the
considered users, classifying them into residents, commuters and visitors. Another work based on data collection is
[7], where users’ mobility information is gathered for analysis. The authors consider how a user behaves compared to
its “friend” nodes. The interesting thing noticed by authors is the dependence of the users’ location around the places
of their friends and, in particular, where friends are denser. The considered location prediction model makes full use of
this social information. The authors of the work proposed in [8] developed a new method to analyze the spatiotemporal activities of humans, extracted from smart phones information. Specifically, GSM and Wi-Fi network
observations, collected by several users, are gathered to collaboratively build a symbolic base map of the logical
structure of the geography. Their idea, called Proximity Map, is used to provide some spatial context to the individual
mobility maps. This information is intended to be used for the analysis of transportation efficiency. The authors of [9]
analyzed people’s collective behavior, using a Big Data approach. They have investigated data coming from mobile
operators that could be a support in producing reliable and timely estimates of intra-city mobility flows. The proposal
consists of defining an estimation method based on calling data and of characterizing the mobility behavior at the
level of a single municipality. In [10] the authors, on the basis of some literature conclusions that state that predictions
based only on the movement history of a user are limited to a natural threshold, propose to gather and analyze
information from other sources. In particular, they propose using information from calls between users in order to
analyze the social aspects, in order to obtain greater reliability of the approach. They conclude that their location
prediction can become more accurate by introducing social analysis methods. Another study of mobility prediction
based on Markov chains is presented in [11]. The authors developed a model that predicts the user’s trajectory in
terms of handover sequences, in order to reduce the interruption time and signaling cost in the handover process.
Another paper on the characterization of mobile user’s traffic pattern for a better QoS user’s experience is presented in
[12]. In order to reserve the needed resources at the base stations, a method based on machine learning is proposed, in
order to be able to forecast mobile user traffic pattern and guarantee better user QoS. They conclude that the proposal
can improve system capacity and reduce system blocks. In [13] the authors propose a pattern prediction scheme
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associated with a bandwidth management in order to satisfy user requirements in term of QoS. The work is based on
the proposal of two integrated schemes based on Markovian and statistical theories respectively. Their proposal has
the task of minimizing bandwidth waste and the approach is completely independent of the considered technology,
mobility model and vehicular environment. Another wireless environment, studied and analyzed by researchers, is the
mobile ad-hoc network and, in particular, vehicular networks. The work presented in [3] presents an approach to
extract mobile patterns from vehicular trace data in an urban environment, in order to perform path predictions. The
authors, based on the gathered data, have studied and proposed a routing algorithm. They have simulated real vehicle
traces, showing system performance, in terms of delivery ratio, also making a comparison with existing algorithms. In
the work proposed in [2], the multicast issues in vehicular environment are taken into account. The authors' idea is
represented by a new method, called TMC, which can use vehicle trajectories for an efficient multicast in vehicular
networks. The novelty of the approach includes a message forwarding metric.
TABLE I. MAIN ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONS.

AF
BU
CDT
CDP
CEHT
CHT
CID
CPT
CST
HDP
HOD

Admitted Flow
Bandwidth Utilization
Cell Dwell Time
Call Dropping Probability
Cell Holding Time
Call Holding Time
Cell ID
Cell Permanence Time
Cell Stay Time
Hand-over Directional Probabilities
Hand-over Directions

Table I shows the main terms used in the paper, while the next section introduces the proposed scheme.
III.

MOBILITY ANALYSIS

In this section, the knowledge of user mobility, which could be derived from real traces, is described. Clearly, there
are many classes of analyses that can be made and conducted on the trace-files, but in this paper, our attention focuses
on the information which could improve infrastructure system performance, in terms of number of Admitted Flows
(AFs), Call Dropping Probability (CDP) and/or Bandwidth Utilization (BU). Fig. 2 illustrates the typical fields of
trace-files which could be obtained by the G-MoN application [14], available for Android Systems (client-side).

Fig.2. Typical structure of trace files, obtained from the G-MoN application (client-side).
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We are not interested in the number of bits reserved for each field, since we want to focus our attention on the
concepts behind the collected data. In particular, during active sessions, G-MoN is able to store the dynamics of a
mobile phone that is covered by a GSM, GPRS, UMTS or HSPA network into a trace-file (in .txt and .kml formats).
As illustrated in fig. 2, a table with different fields is filled-up during time: the Cell ID (CID) is used to identify each
Base Transceiver Station (BTS), while the UTRAN Cell ID (LCID) is used for UMTS connections, constituted by the
concatenation of the Radio Network Controller (RNC) and CID fields. The Local Area Code (LAC) represents an
identification for a location, the NETwork (NET) field is used to identify the network, PSC represents the used
Primary Scrambling Codes (PHY layer), while the RX-Level (RXL) and QUALity (QUAL) fields are related to the
received signal quality.

Fig. 3. A snapshot of the Google-Earth application, with the mobility traces obtained by G-MoN (colored points).

The Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) and Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) represent the
power of the LTE Reference Signals spread over the full bandwidth and its quality, taking into account also the
received signal strength and the number of used resource blocks (the RSRQ provides additional information when
RSRP is not sufficient to make a reliable handover or cell reselection decision). The Ec/Io (ECIO) is the ratio of the
received energy per chip and the interference level, usually given in dB, TYPE regards the kind of connection (EDGE,
UMTS, etc.), LAT and LON are the LATitude and LONgitude of the current point, SPEED represents the current
moving speed of the vehicle, while ALT is the ALTitude of the moving node.

Fig. 4. Typical structure of trace files, obtained from supplier’s data-base (server-side).
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The SNR represents the signal to noise ratio, while the DATE and TIME fields are related to the time instant at
which the measurements are made. The NiCID, NiLAC, NiRXL are the values of CID, LAC and RXL referred to the
i-th coverage cell. Fig. 3 shows a mobility pattern generated by G-MoN for pedestrian mobility on our University
Campus (UNICAL, north-side). Different colors represent the GSM coverage of the available coverage cells.
Regarding the trace-files which can be obtained by service providers (server-side), the typical structure is illustrated in
fig. 4.
TABLE II. THE MAIN VARIABLES USED IN THE PROPOSAL AND THEIR DESCRIPTION.

fCPT, FCPT

Pdf/cdf of the Cell Permanence Time (CPT)

, 

Parameters of a generic Gamma distribution

CPT, CPT

Parameters of the CPT Gamma distribution

()

Gamma function (eq. 2)

(, t)

Support function for the evaluation of FCPT (eq. 3)

R

Coverage radius of infrastructure cells (in meters)

vmax

Maximum speed of mobile hosts

E[CPT], V[CPT]

Expected Value and Standard Deviation of the CPT variable

A, B

Matrices of the aij, bij coefficients of the regression analysis for CPT, CPT

Ra, Rb

Vectors of powers of R (from 0 to 3 and from 0 to 4 respectively)

V

Vector of powers of V (from 0 to 3)

fCHT

Pdf of the CHT variable

CHT, CHT

Mean and standard deviation for the CHT distribution

C

Set of coverage cells (||C||=n)

MEANSC, SIGMASC

Vectors of CPT means and standard deviations for the n coverage cells

CPTi

Cell Permanence Time realization generated for the i-th cells, by the Marsaglia-Tsang approach [20]

CHTj

Call Holding Time realization for the j-th user

NCELLS(j)

Number of probably visited cells by the j-th user

HOD

Hand-over directions set for the possible hand-over directions (||HOD||=m)

pi(j,k)

Probability of handing-out to direction k after CPTi amount of time, given the hand-in event from direction j

HDPi

Hand-over probability matrix for the i-th cell

There are different obvious fields, such as CALL-IDentification (CALL-ID), Call-DATE (C-DATE), Call-HOUR
(C-HOUR), Call-DURATION (C-DURATION). Some other fields regard the information regarding the calling user
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and the called one: CALLER/CALLED-IDentification (CALLER/CALLED-ID), CALLER/CALLED-International
Mobile Subscriber Identity (CALLER/CALLED-IMSI). The movement history of the moving nodes is also traced
through the STARTING/ENDING-Base Transceiver Station (STARTING/ENDING-BTS), STARTing/ENDING-Cell
IDentificator

(START/ENDING-CID),

STARTING/ENDING-Cell

IDentificator-PLACE/ADDRess

(STARTING/ENDING-CID-PLACE/ADDR) and CURRENT-CID. The other information regards internal
managements, such as: International Mobile Equipment Identity-Cellular Telephone Entry System (IMEI-CTE), a
code related to the carrier services (BEARER-CODE) and other information, such as TRAFFIC-TYPE (Mobile
Originated - MO, or Mobile Terminated - MT, SMS, etc.) and CARRIER-SELECTION (when the connection should
be switched from a carrier to another one). From the discussion above, it can be seen how a variety of interesting
fields can be considered for our purposes. In the next subsections, different classes of analyses are introduced, each
one aimed at optimizing some particular network profiles. Before starting the statistical/analytical description, a table
with the main variables and parameters used in the proposal is shown (table II).
A) CPT models and statistical analysis
In this subsection, a statistical study of the CPT (also called Cell Stay Time - CST or CEll Holding Time CEHT) in
infrastructure environments is described. The CPT is a very important value in wireless networks, because through a
deep analysis of a source trace-file, different significant statistics can be derived in order to estimate how long a
mobile device will stay in a particular cell and/or how many cells it will probably visit during its flow duration. These
features are very useful in resource reservations for the environments that support node mobility. Independently of the
type of available trace, this kind of analysis can be made by considering the available time-stamp values, such as
TIME and CID/LCID fields for the client-side or the C-HOUR, START/ENDING-CID for the server-side.
Nevertheless, the idea is to collect all the samples related to the permanence of a mobile host in a particular coverage
cell. Therefore, given the trace file, it is easy to derive all the values of the time a mobile node, during a mobile call,
spent under the coverage of the same cell (with a given CID). There are many big-data analysis approaches which
could be used [15], [16], in order to retrieve hidden mobility behaviors, such as CPT distribution. With the availability
of a thousand of CPT samples (from client or server side trace-files), the distribution can be well observed and, after a
results analysis, a CPT pdf can be obtained. Many studies in literature [17] have demonstrated that, considering CPT
as a random variable, its pdf can be well approached with a Gamma distribution [17]. Fig. 5 shows the CPT values for
800 samples (of 1200), obtained by the G-MoN application installed on two ANDROID Zenfone2 smart-phones. The
logs were collected in three days, on board our Campus bus (dedicated to the transportation of students from one side
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of the campus to the other), following the itinerary illustrated in fig. 3, of a length of approximately 2km. They have
been statistically analyzed through the MATLAB application. It is possible to see that, for the given coverage, the
average CPT value is 29.975s.
CPT (s)

#samples
Fig. 5. CPT samples (s) extracted from a client-side trace-file, captured with G-MoN (the red line represents the average value).

Fig. 6 shows the fitting of the Gamma distribution for the obtained 800 samples (mean 29.4187 and variance
181.515), with parameters =4.76798 (std. error 0.18816) and =6.18005 (std. error 0.256778). Differently from
[17], we consider instantaneous values, not the mean values in a certain amount of time.
So, the general expression of the CPT pdf can be considered to be:

f CPT (t ) 

  x 1e  x
,
 

(1)

where


    x  1e  x dx

(2)

0

is defined as the Gamma function. From eq. 1, the cdf of the instantaneous CPT is therefore:





  ,  t 
, and   , t    z 1e  z dz .
 
0
t

t

FCPT (t ) 

fCPT ( z )dz 

pdf

CPT (s)
Fig. 6. CPT histogram (y data) and its Gamma approximation.
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(3)

As in previous studies [17], where a normality test has been conducted, the assumption of a Gamma pdf can be
easily verified through the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test [18]. MATLAB gives the opportunity to simply analyze
the considered data, using the kstest function. In this way, supposing that we have a sample population X1, . . . , Xn
with an unknown distribution D, with the KS test we would like to verify the hypothesis that D is equal to a particular
distribution D0. In order to make an analytical analysis of the CPT trend as a function of some system parameters and
to give more effectiveness to the practical approach mentioned before, a simulation approach was considered during
our research activity. As stated in some of our previous works [17], the CPT statistic has a primary impact on the
performance of a predictive system. In order to characterize its distribution parameters, we employed a realistic
mobility model through C4R [19], able to reproduce the driving behavior of mobile hosts in a microscopic scale (more
details about C4R will be given in the performance evaluation section); then, with our own simulator, a set of
coverage clusters have been added to the considered map. In this way, we collected many statistics regarding user
mobility, while varying the coverage radius extension of the single cell and mobility parameters (such as the
acceleration, or average/max speed). We were, thus, able to evaluate the relation of the CPT distribution parameters
with the coverage radius of the considered cells and the maximum speed of mobile hosts. Table III and table IV
represent the obtained values of the CPT expected value and standard deviation for different values of coverage radius
R [m] and mobile hosts max speed vmax [m/s].
TABLE III. VALUES OF E[CPT] (EXPECTED VALUE) FOR DIFFERENT R AND VMAX VALUES .

vmax \ R
9.72
11.11
12.50
13.80

150

175

200

225

250

275

300

31.490982
30.590142
28.886033
27.367960

36.563258
34.955985
33.634773
31.601184

42.0307954
39.6494136
37.4530184
35.3712918

46.9125752
44.42279253
41.81122149
39.28303761

51.9393468
49.01377209
46.49551751
43.32502283

57.59939622
53.24175677
50.29318296
47.05555509

61.61854
57.71187
54.63064
51.53074

TABLE IV. VALUES OF V[CPT] (STANDARD DEVIATION) FOR DIFFERENT R AND VMAX VALUES.

vmax \ R
9.72
11.11
12.50
13.80

150

175

200

225

250

275

300

0.47242
0.59663
0.65454
0.735678

0.51223
0.629521062
0.75654
0.79552

0.703947764
0.879106296
0.983907056
1.069073383

0.991345135
1.216987405
1.260561831
1.240856118

1.144869985
1.378359107
1.534610323
1.756758088

1.578785376
1.776885137
1.856321
1.905441902

1.791512
1.842804
2.071542
2.2645175

At this point, it is easy to derive the statistical parameters,  and , of the gamma distribution, recalling that [18]:

 CPT 

E 2 [CPT ]
V [CPT ]
and  CPT 
.
E[CPT ]
V [CPT ]
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(4)

So, given the values above in the tables, the following trends for the statistical parameters are obtained:

CPT
6000

0,08

5000

CPT

vmax=9.72

vmax=11.11

vmax=9.72

vmax=11.11

vmax=12.5

vmax=13.88

vmax=12.5

vmax=13.88

0,06
4000
3000

0,04

2000

0,02
1000
0

150

175

200

225

250

0

275 R (m)

150

175

200

225

250

275 R (m)

Fig. 7. Trend of  (left) and  (right) for different values of coverage radius R [m] and maximum mobility speed vmax [m/s].

In fig. 7, the solid curves represent the obtained values, while the dotted ones are their polynomial regression [20]:
we used the MATLAB application to analyze the collected data and to evaluate the determination coefficient for each
approximation. We noticed that it maintains above the value 0.9823, which is sufficient to confirm that different
polynomial functions can be considered for describing the trends of  and . In particular, a 3rd order polynomial is
considered for the trend of , while a 4th order polynomial is sufficient to describe the trend of :

 CPT  a3 R 3  a2 R 2  a1 R  a0 and  CPT  b4 R 4  b3 R 3  b2 R 2  b1 R  b0 .

(5)

Relating the expressions in eq. (5) with the other considered parameter (vmax), it is possible to notice that the ai and
bj coefficients, i=0,..,3 and j=0,..,4, are functions of vmax. Also in this case, a 3rd order polynomial regression can
describe the trend of those coefficients in function of vmax, so eq. (5) can be re-written as:
3
2
3
2
CPT(b43vmax
b42vmax
b41vmaxb40) R4 (b33vmax
b32vmax
b31vmaxb30) R3 

3
2
 CPT  (a33vmax
 a32vmax
 a31vmax  a30 )  R3 

3
2
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
(a23vmax
a22vmax
a21vmaxa20) R2 (a13vmax
a12vmax
a11vmaxa10) R (b23vmaxb22vmaxb21vmaxb20) R (b13vmaxb12vmaxb11vmaxb10) R

(6)

3
2
(b03vmax
b02vmax
b01vmaxb00)

3
2
 (a03vmax
 a02vmax
 a01vmax  a00)

which, in compact form, corresponds to the expressions CPT= RAV and CPT= RBV, if the vectors R=[1 R R2
R3], R=[1 R R2 R3 R4] and V=[1 vmax v2max v3max] are defined and A, B are respectively:

a00
a
A   10
a20

a30

a01 a02
a11 a12
a21 a22
a31 a32

a03 
a13 
a23 

a33 

and

b00
b
 10
B  b20

b30
b40

b01
b11
b21
b31
b41

b02
b12
b22
b32
b42

b03 
b13 
b23 

b33 
b43 

The following figure summarizes the regression coefficients for the considered curves.
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(7)

 0.0005 0.0022  0.0024
 3e  5
 0.0003
0.0013  0.0174 0.0247 

B   0.0005  0.0097 0.0824  0.1077


0.1441 
 0.0058  0.0162  0.076
 0.0094
 0.0381  0.0117
0.048

 43.927 42.596 95.884
 7.297
 78.403 464.62  421.39  1061

A
 260.34  1600.7 1926.6 2086.8


 344.68 2666.4  6773.7 7357.5

Fig. 8. Regression coefficients for matrixes A and B of eq. (7).

It should be noticed that, alternatively to the considered system parameters, such as R and vmax, the same analysis
can be made by considering different variables (e.g. average speed, transmission power, road topology,
acceleration/deceleration, etc.): the main aim of this subsection is to show how the CPT distribution parameters can be
analytically described.
B) The importance of CPT statistics for cellular networks
The approach described in the previous sub-section is based on the extraction of a pdf (Gamma or Gaussian) from
a trace-file, in order to describe the main parameters (such as mean and standard variation, for example) of the CPT
for a given cell. As shown, these parameters are closely affected by the coverage radius and the geographical
morphology since, for a given coverage range, the average speed of the vehicles influences the obtained results. In this
subsection, the importance of knowledge of the CPT is highlighted. First, it is mandatory to introduce the concept of
Call Holding Time (CHT), considered as the time duration of an active session (for voice or data). From many recent
works in literature, dedicated to the study of its parameters, we can conclude that the classical hypothesis of
exponential distribution is no longer valid [21]. User behaviors have changed in time and all the studies on real traces
have demonstrated that the obtained recent distributions are different from the exponential one. Nowadays, people are
becoming technologically experienced and the impact of new communication paradigms heavily affects human
behavior, which reflects on CHT statistics. In order to validate the log-normal assumption [21] for the CHT pdf, we
carried out a preliminary set of calls: 20 students, each one equipped with an ANDROID Lollipop 5.0 smart-phone,
logged their inbound/outbound conversations through G-MoN for one week. After a proper trace-files filtering
activity, a number of 1600 samples of CHT were obtained.
Fig. 9 shows the trend, expressed in seconds, of the obtained samples, with a mean value of 218.8799s (red line),
while fig. 10 shows its cdf and the log-normal fitting. The considered expression for the CHT pdf is:

f CHT (t ) 

1
t 2  CHT



e

ln t  CHT 2
2 2CHT

,

and its parameter values for the trend of fig. 7 are CHT=4.0138 and CHT=1.69438.
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(8)

CHT(s)

#samples
Fig. 9. CHT values obtained from the analysis of 20 students’ trace files for one week (1600 samples).

Further details on CHT fitting can be found in [21], where a filtering method is proposed, in order to find different
log-normal distributions in the same trace-file: in this sense, the desired pdf is said to be constituted by a mixture of k
log-normal distributions.
At this point, an important consideration about CPT and CHT can be made. Given an infrastructure wireless
network with mobile nodes, formed by a set C={c1,...,cn} of coverage cells, after an in-depth analysis of the possible
trace-files (client or server side), it is possible to characterize each coverage cell by its typical CPT distribution. In
fact, two arrays can be associated to C: MEANSC={1,..., n} and SIGMASC={1,..., n}, containing, respectively, the
means and the standard deviations of the CPT distributions for the i-th cell, i=1,..,n.
cdf

CHT (s)
Fig. 10. CHT cdf fitting with a log-normal distribution.

Then, following the Marsaglia-Tsang approach [20], [21] able to create Gamma deviates, it is possible to obtain a
realization of the CPT distribution for cell i as follows. First, two constant values c1 and c2 should be set to -1/3 and
1/(9c1)1/2 respectively. Then two numbers u1 and u2 are generated, where u1 follows a normal distribution (null mean
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and a standard deviation equal to 1), while u2 follows a uniform distribution, in the range (0,1]. If u1 > (-1/c2) and
log(u2) < 0.5u12+c1-c1u3+c1ln(u3), with u3=(1+c2u1)3 then:

CPTi  c1  u3 .

(9)

If the conditions are not satisfied, the values u1 and u2 are extracted again and the conditions are checked another
time. This approach is valid for =1 and 1. For the general approach, please refer to [21], [22]. The Box-Muller
approach [24] is able to generate normal deviates, so a realization of the CHT for the j-th user can be obtained as:

CHT j  exp[stdevCHT   2 ln u1 sin2u 2   meanCHT ] ,

(10)

where u1 and u2 are two random numbers, uniformly distributed in (0,1] and the exponential term is added to
obtain a log-normal realization, starting from a Gaussian one. The terms meanCHT and stdevCHT represent the mean and
standard deviation of the log-normal distribution, evaluated from its parameters CHT and CHT as follows:

1  
meanCHT  log CHT   log1   CHT
2    CHT






2





 
stdevCHT  log1   CHT
   CHT





2





(11)

The parameters CHT and CHT are not related to a particular mobile host, but they describe the CHT behavior for
the whole system. When an infrastructure network (such as a GSM, UMTS, HSPA, WLAN with handover
management, etc.) needs to guarantee QoS to mobile nodes, it has to reserve the adequate amount of bandwidth for
mobile hosts, also in future locations, not only in the current ones. In this way, the CDP can be minimized. We do not
focus attention on a particular in-advance resource reservation protocol or algorithm, however, the importance of the
CPT and CHT statistics for this issue should be underlined.
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Fig. 11. A typical structure of a cluster of coverage cells, with regular shapes (on the left) and the associated graph (on the right).
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Without a specific pattern prediction algorithm, the network can derive only quantitative knowledge about user
behaviors: that is to say CPT and CHT. Fig. 11 helps us to understand the concept. In fig. 11, we suppose that a mobile
host starts its call admission request in the center of the cluster (light colored cell). A fully connected graph can be
easily associated to the map, in which each node represents a cell, while the edges are related to the adjacencies.
Assuming that the coverage structure manages a mobility map (urban, sub-urban, rural, highway, etc.), and that the
infrastructure network wants to minimize the CDP (no droppings during hand-overs, so a pre-reservation policy is
mandatory) with the trace-files analyses described until now, it is possible to make only a quantitative prediction. The
network can calculate a predicted amount of probably visited cells, but it cannot have a probabilistic description of the
CIDs related to the cells which will be visited. In other words, we can know the number of future visited cells
(quantitative prediction), but, at the moment, we cannot identify them (qualitative prediction). So, if the CPTi is the
same (in terms of CPT and CPT) for each coverage cell ci, let us indicate it with CPT*, i=1,...,n, the number of
probably visited cells by the j-th user NCELLS(j) can be derived as:

 CHT j 
N CELLS ( j )  
* .
 CPT 

(12)

The assumptions of identical CPTi and regular coverages are not suitable for real environments. Regarding the
latter, the network can be modeled by a Voronoi tessellation [25], but we do not focus our attention on that issue.
__________________________________________________
//set initial variables
//maximum reached level
NCMAX=0;
//residual time
res_time=CHTj;
//add the starting cell and its attributes to the queue
r_cells.push(starting_cell, NCMAX, residual_time);
//while visiting all the cells
while (reached_cells.size()>0) {
//dequeue the current item
(curr_ci, curr_NC, res_time)=r_cells.pull();
//check the current breadth
if (curr_NC>NCMAX) NCMAX++;
//evaluate if there is residual time for another hand-off
if (res_time>CPTcurr_ci) {
//visit all the possible next cells
for_each (Adjacent(curr_ci) adj_ci) {
r_cells.push(adj_ci, NCMAX+1, res_time-CPTcurr_ci);
}
}
}
return NCMAX;

__________________________________________________
Fig. 12. The pseudo-code related to the breadth-first prediction of future visited cells.
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Regarding the first assumption, the value of NCELLS(j) can be simply evaluated through the pseudo-code above (fig.
12), considering that the CPTi changes as a function of the shape of ci and the covered area morphology. If we
consider the graph associated to the cluster of cells, the process of evaluating the maximum number of probable
visited cells (NCMAX) is resumed in fig. 12. The pseudo-code above simply evaluates the maximum breadth that can be
reached in a time CHTj, considering the different CPTi and the adjacencies map. The functions push() and pull()
enqueue and dequeue the elements to/from the residual_cells (r_cells) array. So, in the real case, NCELLS(j)=NCMAX.
Given the predicted value of NCELLS(j), the effective number of cells on which the resources should be reserved
(considering the current one) is:
NRESERVATIONS(j)=3⋅NCELLS(j)⋅[NCELLS(j)-1]+1

(13)

because only the maximum breadth of the mobile host in the network is known, without any information about the
CIDs (it increases in a polynomial way, as illustrated in fig. 11). The possibility of extracting quantitative information
from trace-files gives the opportunity of enhancing the CDP by pre-reserving the adequate amount of bandwidth [17]
at the cost of a significant number of unused channels.
C) HDP and its importance for statistical analyses in infrastructure networks
The resource wastage is an undesired effect, especially in wireless networks. The information which can be
obtained by analyzing the trace-files from a quantitative point of view (CPT and CHT) needs to be integrated with a
qualitative analysis, that is to say an approach able to predict (with a negligible amount of error) not only the number
of visited cells, but the CIDs of the cells which will accommodate a mobile user during its active session. Also in this
case, independently from the type of available trace, this kind of analysis can be made by considering the available
fields, related to the movement history of mobile hosts: CIDs, and DATE/TIME fields for the client-side or the
START-CID, CURRENT-CID, ENDING-CID and C-DATE/C-HOUR for the server side.

Fig. 13. Cellular shape approximation through a regular polygon (on the left) and a Voronoi cell (on the right).
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For a qualitative approach, the idea is to collect all the sequences of visited cells, and derive the directional handover probabilities, on the basis of the adjacencies of the cluster map. Therefore, given the trace file, for each stored
call, it is easy to derive the historical movements, in terms of cell sequences. Once the qualitative information has
been collected, many different approaches can be used to predict the set of future visited cells: neural networks [26],
Markov chains [27], [28], Kalman filters [29], or data mining [30] for example. Independently from the chosen
predictive approach, the procedure is the same: the predictor needs to learn user behavior from trace-files (by the
historical sequence of actually visited cells). Clearly, our attention does not focus on a particular unconventional
approach, but only the general idea is now illustrated. A generic coverage area can be described by a regular polygon,
or a Voronoi cell [25], for which a finite set of possible Hand-Over Directions (HOD) can be defined, fig. 13. If the
polygon has m edges, then ||HOD||=m. Without loss of generality, a value of m=6 can be considered and HOD={d1, d2,
d3, d4, d5, d6}.
__________________________________________________
//set initial variables
for_each(j,k) {
HDPi(j,k)=0;
}
//extract information from client-side trace-files
if (trace-files are client-side) {
for_each(trace-file tfm) {
update_probability(tfm, client);
}
}
//extract information from a server-side trace-file tfm

else {
update_probability(tfm, server);

}
return HDPi;
void update_probability(trace-file tfm, type) {
for_each(hand-over event in tfm) {
if (type==client) use the CIDs and TIMEs fields;
else use CURRENT-CIDs and C-DATEs/HOURs fields
extract the ordered sequence of visited CIDs;
//analysis of mobile host hand-over sequences
//determine when an hand-in to ci occurred
if (current cell is ci and previous cell is ch) {
//evaluate hand-in direction
din=evaluate_hand_in_direction(ch,ci);
//evaluate hand-out direction
cl=evaluate_next_visited_cell(tfm);
dout=evaluate_hand_out_direction(ci,cl);
}
update HDPi(in,out);
}
}

__________________________________________________
Fig. 14. The pseudo-code related to the HDP extraction from trace-files.
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Each direction, univocally, identifies the next adjacent coverage cell. Given a cell ciC, the conditional probability
that a mobile host will be handed-out to direction dk after CPTi amount of time, if it was handed into ci from direction
dj is defined as pi(j,k):

pi ( j, k )  p(handout to d j , t  t 0  CPTi / handin from d i , t  t 0 ) ,

(14)

where t0 is the hand-off arrival time in ci. All the values of eq. 14, for a given coverage cell ci, are suitable to be
stored in a square matrix, since the value of m is a-priori established; let us indicate it with HDPi. Independently from
the nature of the trace-file (client or server side), the elements of the HDPi can be calculated as illustrated in fig. 14. It
shows the pseudo code related to the analysis of a trace-file, from which the structure of HDPi can be gathered, for
each ci, i=1,...,m. In particular, if there is the availability of client-sided traces, the system will analyze mobility for all
mobile hosts, each one providing a trace-file for its own pattern. On the other side, if the trace is managed from the
server-side, all mobile patterns are contained in a single file. In both cases, the function update_probability is called.
For each triplet (ch, ci, cl), where ci is the cell for which HDPi is being updated, the hand-in and hand-out directions
can be evaluated, so the related element HDPi(din,dout) can be updated.

Fig. 15. The considered UMTS coverage map and the related Voronoi approximation.

Clearly, the pseudo-code contains only an example of the utilization of that function. When all the sequences of
the trace-files have been considered, the elements of HDPi will be formed as follows:

HDPi ( j , k ) 

Hand _ outi ( j, k )
Hand _ outi ( j )

,

(15)

where the term Hand_outi(j,k) represents the number of total hand-over events from direction dj to direction dk and
Hand_outi(j) is the number of total handover events from direction di to any other one. Clearly:
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n

 Hand _ out ( j, k )  1
i

k 1

.

(16)

In order to obtain different numerical values for HDPi, a Geographical Region (GR) of about 160km2 has been
considered, as illustrated in fig. 15.

Fig. 16. Main radio-mobile parameters of the considered cells.

The GR is formed by a total number of m=22 cells and their main radio-mobile parameters are illustrated in fig.
16. The map has been managed by a specific Voronoi tessellation [25], as depicted in fig.15 (right side). Fig. 17 shows
the obtained values for HDP3 (m=5), HDP10 (m=7) and HDP11 (m=6). The next section shows some of the obtainable
results if the information gathered from trace-files is integrated into the system (with qualitative, quantitative or both
approaches).
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Fig. 17. Hand-over Directional Matrices for cells c3, c10, c11.
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IV.

MAIN REACHABLE RESULTS WITH QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE ANALYSES

In this section, some of the possible enhancements reachable with the proposed analyses are illustrated. The
following figures are the results of different simulations, in which real coverage maps have been imported and real
mobility patterns have been used, through the C4R [19] graphical interface. In particular, we considered the GR
illustrated in fig. 13 and different simulation campaigns were conducted. In particular, the GR coverage map was
approximated by a Voronoi tessellation, and a Java simulator, able to reproduce user mobility, reservations mechanisms
and to apply quantitative (CPT-based), qualitative (HDP-based) or both prediction approaches, as described in section
III was implemented. The main aim of the curves consists in showing the QoS enhancements which could be reached if
the mobility traces are correctly analyzed. As performance parameters, we considered AFs, CDP and BU. The
simulated system consists of ||C||=22 wireless cells, each one covered by an Access Point (AP). We assumed a total
capacity for each AP equal to 11Mb/s, and a total number of 11 channels of 1Mb/s. We assume that one user can
reserve only one channel for each AP. The coverage area varies from one cell to another one, as well as the possible
hand-over directions. A log-normal distribution for CHT has been assumed, with a mean value of 200s, while the interarrival process has been considered to be Poissonian, with a rate of 1 new request every 3 seconds. The Call Admission
Control (CAC) and the Bandwidth Reallocation Algorithm (BRA) schemes are the same as those of [13], and the
reservation protocol is the MRSVP [23]. The average speed was set to [5-75] km/h, and the simulation time to 2000s
for each run. After a first simulation campaign, the values of CPTi and the HDPi matrices were collected for the entire
network, i=1,...,22: once the Voronoi tessellations were set, real mobility traces were generated through C4R and the
hand-over events were monitored and considered in the statistical analysis.
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Fig. 18. Average Number of Reservation Requests (NRR) as a function of the average nodes speed.
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The illustrated figures represent only an example of how the performance of an infrastructure network can be
enhanced, by extracting information on user behavior. Fig. 18 shows the trend of the average number of reservation
requests. As described in section III, for the quantitative trace-analysis (CPT-based), the number of requests increases
in a polynomial way and it is not suitable for large networks, due to the high level of overhead introduced into the
system. On the other side, the qualitative approach (HDP-based) maintains the request number within an acceptable
level (it is not based on a circular reservation policy, and the requests are sent to a restricted and directional set of cells),
while without the trace analysis (No-trace curve) the requests are sent only on the current cells (a constant trend is
obtained, around two thousand requests).
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Fig. 19. Bandwidth Utilization for the whole network for different values of average speed.

In the CPT/HDP-based cases, the number of requests increases, because given a higher speed value, the mobile host
will visit a larger number of cells. In fig. 19, the trend of the bandwidth utilization (BU) is illustrated, as a function of
the average node speed. The term BU is evaluated as the ratio of used channels and the total available ones (passive
reserved channels are considered unused).
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Fig. 20. Call Dropping Probability (CDP) for different values of average speed.
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In the No-trace case, the trend is constant, since the reservations are made only on the current cell (without any
prediction): the utilization is the maximum reachable, because there is neither additional overhead (for signaling to
remote cells), nor in-advance reservations, which waste an enormous amount of bandwidth (it remains unused). It is
possible to see, in addition, that the CPT-based case wastes many resources: there is a huge amount of passive (inadvance) reservations as well as a high overhead. The HDP-based approach is able to guarantee a good trade-off
between the No-trace and the CPT-based approach. The utilization decreases as a function of the average speed, due to
the higher number of visited cells (and thus a higher number of passive reservations).
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Fig. 21. Average number of admitted flows (AF) for different values of average speed.

Fig. 20 depicts the trend of the CDP, which is one of the main parameters which should be optimized in QoS
infrastructure wireless networks. Regarding the No-trace approach, there are no passive reservations, so no bandwidth
is guaranteed after a hand-over; in this way, the CDP is high and increases for larger speed values. Trace analyses are
necessary, in order to minimize the CDP: with the CPT-based approach the maximum CDP is around 0.08, while for
the HDP-based approach it is around 15. There is a gain of about 55%.
The last figure (fig. 21) illustrates the average number of admitted flows: in general, there is an increasing trend in
as a function of the average speed. For the No-trace case, since the CAC is made only on the current cell, a higher
number of flows can access the network. When a trace-analysis is made, there is a lower number of admitted flows, due
to the high amount of passive in-advanced reservations.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

In the proposed paper, an in-depth description of trace-file analysis in infrastructure networks has been introduced.
Differently from the previous works, we have illustrated how the theoretical conclusions can be applied to a more
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practical approach, especially for the results which can be obtained when the information contained in a stored trace-file
is used to enhance network performance. These features may be suitable, for example, for dimensioning the coverage
areas of a cellular network or to supply some critical details to ICT company owners, when making important
decisions. A statistical approach for deriving cell permanence time and directional knowledge has been illustrated, as
well as the possible benefits which could be introduced into the system, if a proper knowledge is extracted from
mobility traces. We have shown that such kinds of approaches bring new knowledge into the considered network,
enhancing the overall quality of the perceived services. Our treatment is of a general application, and represents a
starting point for future research and innovations in wireless infrastructure networks, where there is the possibility of
optimizing the average system utilization, the CDP and the number of admitted requests, on the basis of the target QoS
which should be offered by the network. This paper also represents a way for considering a practical approach to
network systems analysis, especially when user habits need to be taken into account.
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